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FREE INSIGHTS DISCOVERY &  
FOOTDOWN WORKSHOP

WHAT IS INSIGHTS?
 
Insights Discovery is a popular personality profiling tool and is designed to 
help you and your colleagues work more effectively together. It uses a simple 
colour co-ordinated approach to help you understand how your personality 
impacts your performance and also the people around you.

HOW CAN I BENEFIT FROM INSIGHTS?

Help boost performance | Improve relationships within your team | Understand 
your customers better | Create a common language to transform the culture 
in your organisation | Grow leadership skills within managers 

WHAT WILL THE WORKSHOP INVOLVE?
 
Donna, our Insights Discovery Practitioner, will guide you through the 
complimentary taster session explaining the value of communication. Take 
away practical steps that can have a positive impact on your organisation and 
help towards improving relationships with your employees. The emphasis 
throughout will be on learning tools which can be applied immediately.

11am - 2:30pm 
(light lunch provided)

01256 328428

HOW TO BOOK

SESSION 1: 
INSIGHTS DISCOVERY
11AM-12:30PM

SESSION 2: 
HOW TO BUILD ON 
INSIGHTS DISCOVERY, 
USING FOOTDOWN’S 
ROBO-CONSULT.COM 
1PM-2:30PM

ATTEND A FREE 

INSIGHTS TASTER 

SESSION & HEAR 

FROM OUR PARTNERS 

IN ORGANISATIONAL 

HEALTH -  

FOOTDOWN

 
MEET FOOTDOWN 
We have invited Footdown to attend our workshop where they will be 
offering guidance on how organisations can build on Insights Discovery, 
by using their unique diagnostic tool, robo-consult.com, to help build high 
performing teams.

Their post-lunch session will focus on the power of technology and their 
unique diagnostic tool, robo-consult.com, to take an organisational health 
reading. They will look at the building blocks that need to be in place to 
achieve a high performing team and will share how their diagnostic tool 
takes an organisational health reading in real time, setting the team or 
workplace up to become truly high performing.


